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E. KIM
Evaluation of Instruction Program Report

 

16S: COMPTNG 10A DIS 1C: INTR TO PROGRAMMING
No. of responses = 21

Enrollment = 30
Response Rate = 70%

Survey ResultsSurvey Results

1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:

How would you rate your TA as an
effective teacher?

1.1)
ExcellentFailing n=21

av.=8.67
md=9
dev.=0.58
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How would you rate the availability
and helpfulness of your TA outside of
the classroom?

1.2)
ExcellentFailing

n=20
av.=8.2
md=9
dev.=1.15
ab.=1
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What is your rating of this course
independent of the effectiveness of
the TA?

1.3)
ExcellentFailing n=21

av.=7.05
md=8
dev.=1.72
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Profile
Subunit: MATH
Name of the instructor: E. KIM
Name of the course:
(Name of the survey)

16S: COMPTNG 10A DIS 1C: INTR TO PROGRAMMING

Values used in the profile line: Mean

1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:

1.1) How would you rate your TA as an effective teacher? Failing Excellent
n=21 av.=8.67

1.2) How would you rate the availability and helpfulness
of your TA outside of the classroom?

Failing Excellent
n=20 av.=8.20

1.3) What is your rating of this course independent of the
effectiveness of the TA?

Failing Excellent
n=21 av.=7.05
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Comments ReportComments Report

2. Comments:2. Comments:

Please use the space provided for any comments you wish to make which are pertinent to the
educational process.  These may include all aspects of the course: teaching, examinations, grading,
textbook, etc.

2.1)

Awesome guy 

Eric couldn't be better. He's extremely helpful and teaches to our needs. He's so effective that our class
is almost always full, despite the fact that his sessions are optional and at 8am

Eric is a great TA who really seems to care about his student's learning and success. He is also a kind
and funny guy. I would love to have him as a TA again.

Eric is a great TA. His website where he posts practice problems and solutions is what is helping me
most in this course. He is also always available to answer your questions and responds to email almost
immediately. Thanks for being such a great TA eric, hope to have you in future classes as well 

Eric is simply terrific! I wish I knew that earlier- I would attend his TA sessions religiously! Because of my
tight schedule and the difficulty of this course, I have been struggling this quarter.. Eric is such a savior!
His practice problems are extremely helpful for reinforcing what we learned in lecture and preparing for
tests! Too bad I cannot have him as my TA.. since I am only required to take pic10a. He's very
approachable too- not intimidating at all to ask him questions. The biggest complain I have is that he
only has one office hour per week..Oh I do have one suggestion: if possible, please try to write larger
and clearer on the blackboard ^^ Thank you Eric! 

Eric was a very effective TA.  He elaborated on what the professor couldn't explain too well in lecture
and made everything more clear.  His notes, practice problems, and resources made the class more
manageable.  He really knew how to talk and teach to the students.

Eric was an knowledgeable and clear and effective in his teaching. He was always available to students
and went out of his way to help us by staying past his scheduled office hours.

Eric you are an amazing TA! You were able to clarify all the confusing parts in lecture through
discussion and you're seemingly 24 hour email responses. Moreover, you were able to brilliantly
reinforce material through your biweekly discussion problems and notes. Thanks for being awesome!

Excellent TA! Extremely patient and provided worksheets for practice with solutions to help with coding.
Eric is super thorough with the material he goes through, which cleared up a lot of confusion from
lecture. Probably the best TA I've had thus far at UCLA. 

I liked Eric Kim the TA.  His packets he gave us during the sections were nice and helpful.  The exams
in the actual course were far too hard.  The averages were all of them were like less than 50 percent
and not enough time was alotted.  

I really liked that you provided us with notes each week and gave us practice problems!

Practice problems and notes provided in class were very helpful.
As a TA, one of the most effective and time-efficient I've had. Really helped bring home the material.

TA was excellent, the worksheets were very helpful, although I do wish we spent more time going over
them in class to better flesh out ideas. 

This guy was great, highly recommended. Very thorough and effective explainations. 
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Very helpful TA; very knowledgeable on thematerials; often available to answer questions; very good at
helpingme find the bug and givingme suggestions to fix it. GreatTA overall.

excellentTA. not the best ive ever had butquite good. myone concern is: the TA began teaching during
discussion sections too so itwas like I received two lectures. this was EXTREMELY helpful primarily
because I thought the professor was an awful lecturer and the TAwas SUCH a better explainer and the
TAmade the concepts somuch clearer when the professor blatantly failed to articulate everything
exceptionally. aka this TAwas pretty good buthe stopped doing this second lecture during discussion,
so ImSOOO confused rightnow in regard to data structures and everything. I failed to understand the
"functions" section comprehensively too because the TA stoppedwith these "second lectures" prior to
this section as well. AKA, teachmore in discussion and do less problems! i can do the problems onmy
own time and evaluate the answers onmyown time. TEACH ME. i cannot learn onmyown time.


